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My Reece Account

Keeping track of your cash flow 
can be tricky, but with My Reece 
Account you can easily monitor  
what you owe and when. You can 
keep on top of your invoices, view 
your account balance and manage 
your payments all with a click of  
a button.

My Products

We know you need to be able 
to cost products and present 
solutions to your customers at  
any time of day. With My Products 
you can create personalised 
product lists, generate quotes  
and convert them into online 
orders anytime, anywhere.

Quotes & Online Ordering 

Because My Account is all about 
saving you time and money, now 
you can turn a Reece quote into 
an online order in seconds. Pick 
up and delivery is easy too – either 
arrange for branch pick up as soon 
as 30 minutes after sending the 
order, or organise delivery from the 
closest Reece branch.

Manage Your Account 

You can set up your account in 
minutes meaning that all of your 
information, preferences and 
access areas for different people 
within your business are set up 
and ready to go. You can feel 
secure that you have full control  
of your business online.

Statements & Invoice Search 

The Statements and Invoice 
Search functions keep all your 
paperwork in one place – no more 
heavy folders or files to clutter up 
the van or office.  The Statements 
function lets you download and 
keep a record of all statements, 
while Invoice Search allows you to 
search and track your invoices and 
review payment history. Easy!  

WORKS 
FOR YOU 
24/7.

MY ACCOUNT.

As you know My Account has been designed to make 
managing your Reece account a breeze. It’ll help you 
work faster and smarter, and is available around the 
clock, whenever you need it. 

With so many ways to make running a business or 
balancing the books easier, we thought we’d highlight 
just a few of the great features My Account has to offer. 
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What’s  
next for 
plumbing?

“In the year 2015 we find 
ourselves in an era of 
rapid change, where smart 
technology, energy efficiency 
and high population growth are 
majorly impacting on the way 
we do our jobs day-to-day.

We’ve felt for some time now that the rate at 
which the plumbing industry has changed, and 
the extent to which it’s changing, is rapid,” says 
Shayne La Combre. 

In the lead-up to World Plumbing Day (WPD), 
which takes place on Wednesday 11 March, 
Shayne reflects on the challenges and 
opportunities being faced by today’s plumbing 
industry.

“Some areas have always been subject to 
significant changes, particularly where advancing 
technology is concerned. But now it’s happening 
right across the Plumbing Industry,” says Shayne.

Water and energy efficiency is the perfect 
example. 

While water efficiency is clearly associated 
with plumbing (from advanced water recycling 
techniques through to efficiency innovations in 
fittings and fixtures), people do not tend to make 
the connection between energy and plumbing.

Shayne points out that both gas and electric hot 
water services can be big energy consumers 
in the home, with plumbers being called on 
to advise on better solar technologies and 
more energy efficient solutions – “while also 
responding to changing consumer demands.”

“Plumbing is really front and centre when it 
comes to better use of energy,” he says.

Smart technology, too, is an exciting and fast-
moving development. “With technology rapidly 
evolving, soon will come a time when our home 

heating and cooling mechanisms are controlled 
using smart technology. It offers rich areas of 
opportunity for plumbing.” 

Of the major challenges plumbers face, 
population growth has significant implications on 
system efficiency and living conditions like water 
and air quality. “Apartment living is far more 
prevalent, meaning when we get a system failure 
it can affect many inhabitants,” says Shayne. 
”With building design changing to accommodate 
multi-dwelling living, it’s up to plumbers to really 
understand ventilation and flueing,” and the risks 
around installing and maintaining things likes gas 
appliances in confined air spaces.

Sustainable plumbing practices are also going to 
continue to play an important role, but according 
to Shayne, it’s not just about advising the 
industry on how to be more ‘sustainable’.  
“It’s also about improving the way we work. 
Taking stock of the whole life cycle of a job 
and having a commitment as an industry to 
producing less waste.”

WPD comes as a timely and positive reminder 
that plumbers are incredibly important to our 
health and safety and the way we live and 
operate at home and at work. It’s a job that 
demands training, competency and skill. 

“If you want to ensure that plumbing work 
completed today is future proofed for tomorrow’s 
users, then accessing quality up to date training 
is an essential investment to anyone wanting a 
long term career in plumbing.”

“If you are looking to operate across the broad 
spheres that are contemporary plumbing, then 
you will not be successful without a commitment 
to ongoing training and development,”  
says Shayne.

And as an industry? “No matter where we head, 
we must not lose sight of our fundamental 
promise to ensure access to safe drinking water 
and effective sanitation for our communities and 
families,” says Shayne. In recognition of World Plumbing 

Day 2015, we chatted to Shayne 
La Combre, CEO of Australia’s 
Plumbing Industry Climate Action 
Centre (PICAC) and the Deputy 
Chair of the World Plumbing 
Council to find out what the 
future holds for our industry.

World Plumbing Day is an international event on March 11 
initiated by the World Plumbing Council. With the key message 
‘Plumbing – Vital to Global Health’ it celebrates the important 
role plumbing plays in the health and safety of modern society. 

With many events planned around the world, closer to home 
a number of industry associations and registered training 
organisations have some great events and activities planned – 
contact them or your local Reece Plumbing branch to find out 
how you can get involved. 

Kiwis toughen up  
for WorldSkills Comp
Twenty-six young Kiwis are gearing up to take on the world  
in the Oceania WorldSkills Competition (OWC), 13 – 17 April 2015.

OWC is an international competition that brings together young people who 
are the best of the best in their skills area. The competition attracts over 100 
competitors from 73 countries, to compete in 30 different skills categories.

The heat will really be on for these under-23 year-old Kiwi competitors, 
who have to pit themselves against tough international standards to make 
it through to the global competition. As a sponsor of the OWC’s Plumbing 
and Heating category, Reece will be in attendance to cheer on the plumbers. 
Reece will also supply Raupaino Acoustic Rubber Ring Drainage for plumbing 
and heating challenges which involve the assembly of hot and cold water 
runs, acoustic drainage and underfloor heating.

“OWC is a time to showcase the skills of participant’s from each of the 
countries represented,” says Reece NZ Region Leader, Mark Young. “It also 
encourages us as an industry to do all we can to up-skill our tradespeople.”

Competitors harden up ahead of the competition with hands-on mentoring 
and ‘mental toughness’ training. The winner then goes on to join the 
international WorldSkills NZ Tool Blacks team and travels to Sao Paulo, Brazil, 
to compete in the global OWC finals. All the best to the Tool Blacks this year!

For more information visit worldskills.org.nz
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Getting to 
know you 

Chiara Farrell has just 
joined the Reece New 
Zealand team as Bathroom 
Business Development 
Coordinator having 
spent a number of years 
with Reece in Australia. 
We talked to her about 
the move and some of 
her favourite bathroom 
products. 

Q: Tell me a bit about yourself and  
your role at Reece.

I’ve just recently joined the New Zealand 
team having worked in various roles for 
Reece in Australia. As the Bathroom 
Business Development Coordinator for 
New Zealand I’ll be working with our 
existing showroom team to further develop 
the business and provide support to our 
customers and network of showrooms.

Q: Highlights of the job?

I’ve only been in the job for a month but so 
far the customers, suppliers and staff have 
been wonderful. There’s definitely a strong 
market for bathroom products here in New 
Zealand so I’m looking forward to helping 
the Reece team support this demand and 
respond to the changing needs of our 
customers.

Q: What’s the hot topic among your 
customers at the moment? 

Our customers are really emphasising their 
desire to create ‘beautiful bathrooms’.  
I think people have greater awareness 
of the fact that they start and end their 
days in the bathroom so they’re looking to 
create beautiful spaces that they want to 
spend time in.

Q: Top products available at Reece?

My top product ranges would be Laufen,  
Roca, Nikles and Mizu. Not just because  
they’re high quality and great looking 
products but they really help our 
customers to create many different 
bathroom styles, from luxurious to 
contemporary to the everyday family 
bathroom.

Q: Your favourite bathroom range or 
brand and why?

Definitely Laufen. It’s the largest international 
bathroom brand with beautiful products that 
are instantly recognisable. The quality and 
aesthetic of Laufen allows our customers 
to create the ultimate sense of luxury in the 
bathroom.

After extensive research and endless planning in 
the Bines’ lounge room in Australia, Auspex was 
born. Auspex started out manufacturing cross-
linked polyethylene pipe (PE-X) and a matching 
fitting system in DR brass. This system, still in 
manufacture today, has provided an alternative  
to an ever-growing market for plastic pipes and 
easy connection systems used to transport 
potable water.

Australian-owned Auspex is committed to the 
Australian and New Zealander plumber and is 
focused on delivering products that eliminate 
waste, time and complications, ensuring that 
all your jobs are hassle free and of the highest 
quality. This approach has helped Auspex to 
drive innovation and set new standards in the 
plumbing industry over the past 15 years, with 
the expansion of its range to include pipes for hot 
water, rainwater and recycled water applications, 
as well as a range of fittings to adapt to other 
PE-X systems.

Auspex’s Australian base means it can respond 
rapidly to the needs of its customers in New 
Zealand and quickly develop new fittings and 
special short runs to satisfy unusual builds or the 
ever-changing market demand.

The future looks bright for Auspex. The company 
is committed to remaining at the forefront of 
polyethylene pipe technology with new products 
and tooling continually being developed for the 
existing system and the business continuing to 
expand into associated areas.

Customers say Auspex products are quick and 
easy to use, adaptable to other brands of PE-X 
pipe, durable and high quality. It’s this focus on a 
quality product and exceptional foresight for what 
Australian and New Zealander plumbers want and 
need from their PE-X pipes that will see Auspex 
continue to grow for a long time to come.

Contact your local Reece Plumbing branch or visit 
reece.co.nz to find out more.

Auspex has been manufacturing cross-linked polyethylene 
pipe and crimped fittings for the plumbing market for almost 
15 years now. Noticing trends towards the worldwide use of 
polymer plastics and easier to install crimp-focused systems, 
father and son duo John and Glenn Bines took advantage of this 
development and brought this innovative product to the Australian 
market, which has now extended to the New Zealand market.

Auspex innovation  
crosses  
the Tasman

Show your
true colours
this season

the 
reece 
footy 
tipping 
comp 
is back

The footy’s back and so is your opportunity to be part 
of the 2015 Reece Footy Tipping Competition. Whether 
you take it one week at a time or go in hard from the first 
bounce, you’ll be in the running for over $7,000 worth of 
prizes. So drop into your local branch and sign up today.

www.reece.co.nz/tipping



Main Price Changes For the full list of price changes or if you have any queries, please see your 
Reece Branch Manager or visit reece.co.nz for further updates.

The 
Crack
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Supplier Products % Increase Date Effective

Atlantis Bathroom Style Shower enclosures Various % 1 March 2015

Heirloom International Sanitaryware & tapware Various % 1 March 2015

Marley NZ Plastic pipe & fittings 2-6% 1 March 2015

Felton Industries Tapware Various % 1 April 2015

Beer’s 
newest 
flavour – 
Sewage 
Brewage
Last year, the Hillsboro Clean Water 
Services (HCLWS) in Oregon, USA, 
challenged home brewers to create a 
beer using 30 per cent sewage water 
– purified of course!

The competition encouraged a whole lot 
of new experimentation among brewers. 
The results? Not only was it a better 
brew but healthier too! 

“The water that comes from the high 
purity water system is the cleanest 
water on the planet,” Mark Jockers of 
the Clean Water Services told KGW 
News in Portland, USA.

Instead of using normal tap water, 
brewers opt for purified sewage water 
straight from the treatment plant.

If there was a way least likely for 
recycled water then this would have to 
be one of them, but against all odds the 
competition attracted much attention.

Now HCWS want to take it to the next 
level, teaming up with Portland’s Oregon 
Brew Crew to craft beer using only 
purified sewage water.

Luckily this is not the sort of brew to go 
on tap down at the local pub. In fact 
it will only be served at special events. 
Still, it just goes to show that beer, too, 
is part of the great circle of life.

In The Pipeline 
Products for smarter plumbing
Plumbing is changing and there’s a lot more to it than pipes, 
trenches and taps. In The Pipeline keeps you up-to-date on  
a wide range of products.

Coming soon to Reece New Zealand, Conex 
Bänninger >B< Press fittings are versatile 
press fitting systems for use with hard, half 
hard or annealed copper tube providing a 
secure, life long, leak-proof joint. 

>B< Press fittings are quick to fit, provide a 
low cost installation solution and are made  
to suit a variety of applications: 

Head into your local Reece branch from 1 May to view the new range of >B<Press fittings.

>B< Press Water fittings 
are suitable for:

• Drinking water

• Heating water (non solar)

• Chilled water

>B< Press Gas fittings  
are suitable for:

• Natural and LPG 

•  Compressed air (with or 
without oil content)

• Fuel lines

>B<Press High Temperature 
fittings are suitable for:

• Solar hot water 

Conex >B< Press 
Fittings to hit New 
Zealand shores in May

Let’s get social!
Reece Plumbing NZ 
now has a Facebook 
page. ‘Like’ us to stay 
up to date on all the 
latest industry news, 
product developments 
and fun plumbing 
(and sometimes non-
plumbing) stuff. 

And because Facebook is 
all about sharing, we’d love 
to hear from you too. Why 
not send us a photo of you 
on the tools in your Reece 
t-shirt, a funny story from the 
job site, or maybe a great 
solution (plumbing or not) to 
an everyday problem.

‘Like’ us now and join the 
ultimate social network for 
kiwi plumbers.

Facebook.com/
ReecePlumbingNZ

Tool hire now available
At Reece we’re all about delivering 
the best products so you can do 
quality work that you can be proud 
of. But to do quality work you need 
the right tools. That’s why Reece 
NZ is now offering tool hire to 
all Account Customers. Contact 
your local Reece branch for more 
information on hire costs and the 
range of tools available for hire.


